HOW TO ACHIEVE THE PERFECT RESULT WITH
THE MINETAN-FOAM?
The MineTan foam is a mousse that contains a ‘guide color’, an added color in the formula that shows you which parts of your body are already
treated and where you still need to apply the foam. That ‘guide color’ is darker than the eventual color
that you will achieve. The eventual result develops over a period of 1 to 3 hours under the ‘guide color’.
Only after you have showered, the eventual color will be revealed.
It is very important to start your tanning session with a clean skin. The better you have cleansed your skin, the better the results with the MineTan
foam will be. We recommend that you exfoliate your skin at least one day before you apply the mousse.
On the day of your tanning session, it is best that you avoid the use of soaps, deodorants, body lotions or perfume as well.
Shake before use.
Use the application mitt to apply the foam. We recommend that you wear a plastic glove
or a washcloth underneath the application mitt to avoid stains.
Put some mousse on your application mitt.
Work from the bottom up when you apply the foam. Start applying the mousse on your legs
and work your way up from there. Use rotating movements to evenly apply the foam.
Apply the foam in a well-lit room and make sure you have a large mirror at your disposal.
Be gentle with the sensitive areas of your body. Do not apply too much foam on your elbows, knees, ankles, fingers
and toes. Do not apply any foam on your palms and feet.
Repeat the tanning session for a darker color.
Avoid friction or contact with water during the entire tanning session.
Wear dark and loose clothes while you leave the foam on for 1 to 3 hours.
Leave the foam onto your skin for at least 1 hour. The longer you leave the foam onto your skin, the darker the result will be. Leave the foam on for a
maximum of 3 hours. After 3 hours, you have achieved the darkest possible result
and your skin will not darken any further.
After 1 to 3 hours, take a short, lukewarm shower. Gently wipe off the ‘guide color’ with your hands.
Do not use soap or a washcloth. The darker, excess color will wash away, which is completely normal.
Gently pat your body dry after your shower, but avoid any rubbing. It is often the case that people think that their skin has not changed in color. That
is because they get used to the initial ‘guide color’, which is darker than the eventual color.
Do not worry; your skin has definitely changed in color.
In order to achieve a long-lasting tan, use a body oil or body lotion after your shower. The better your skin is hydrated,
the longer the results will last.
After a few days, your tan will start to fade. By using the exfoliating mitt, you can completely remove your tan.
The exfoliating mitt is also the perfect accessory to prepare your skin for a new tanning session.

Good luck!
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